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Abstract

Many existing explanation methods in Bayesian net-
works, such as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) assign-
ment and Most Probable Explanation (MPE), gener-
ate complete assignments for target variables. A pri-
ori, the set of target variables is often large, but only a
few of them may be most relevant in explaining given
evidence. Generating explanations with all the target
variables is hence not always desirable. This paper
addresses the problem by proposing a new framework
calledMost Relevant Explanation(MRE), which aims
to automatically identify the most relevant target vari-
ables. We will also discuss in detail a specific instance
of the framework that usesgeneralized Bayes factoras
the relevance measure. Finally we will propose an ap-
proximate algorithm based on Reversible Jump MCMC
and simulated annealing to solve MRE. Empirical re-
sults show that the new approach typically finds much
more concise explanations than existing methods.

Introduction
Bayesian networks offer compact and intuitive graphical
representations of uncertain relations among random vari-
ables in a domain and provide a foundation for many di-
agnostic expert systems. However, these systems typically
focus on disambiguating single-fault diagnostic hypotheses
because it is hard to generate “just right” multiple-fault hy-
potheses that only contain the most relevant faults. Expla-
nation methods in Bayesian networks, such as Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) assignment and Most Probable Explana-
tion (MPE), can be applied in multiple-fault diagnosis. Both
MAP and MPE find complete assignments to a set of tar-
get variables as the best explanation for given evidence. A
priori, the set of target variables is often large; a real-world
diagnostic model may have tens or even hundreds of them.
Even the optimal solution by MAP or MPE may have an
extremely low probability, say in the order of10−6, given
that so many variables are involved. It is hard to make any
decisions based on such explanations. Furthermore, it is ob-
served that usually only a few of target variables may be
most relevant in explaining specific observations. For exam-
ple, there are many possible diseases in any medical domain,
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but a patient can have at most a few diseases at one time, as
long as he or she does not delay treatments for too long.
Other diseases should not be included in following diagno-
sis or treatment. Therefore, it is desirable to find diagnostic
hypotheses only for those relevant diseases. The question is
how to identify them.

This work addresses the problem by proposing a new
framework calledMost Relevant Explanation(MRE), which
aims to automatically identify the most relevant target vari-
ables by searching for a partial assignment of the target vari-
ables that maximizes a chosen relevant measure. We will
also discuss a specific instance of the framework that uses
generalized Bayes factoras the relevance measure, based on
recent research in Bayesian confirmation theory. Finally, we
will propose an approximate algorithm based on Reversible
Jump MCMC and simulated annealing to solve MRE. Our
results show that the new approach can typically find much
more concise explanations than existing methods.

A Running Example
The proposed work is best motivated using a simple exam-
ple. Consider the circuit in Figure 1(a) adapted from (Poole
& Provan 1991). GatesA, B, C andD are faulty if they are
closed. The prior probabilities that the gates close indepen-
dently are0.016, 0.1, 0.15 and0.1 respectively. The circuit
can be modeled with a diagnostic Bayesian network as in
Figure 1(b). NodesA, B, C andD correspond to the gates
in the circuit and each has two states: “defective” and “ok”.
Other nodes are input or output nodes and take states “cur-
rent” or “noCurr”. Uncertainty is introduced to the model
such that an output node is in state “current” with certain
probability if its parent gate, when exists, is “defective” and
any of its other parents is in state “current”. Otherwise, it
is in “noCurr” state with probability1.0. For example, node
output of B takes state “current” with probability0.99 if
parent gateB is in state “defective” and parentInput is in
state “current”.

Suppose we observe that current flows through the circuit,
which means that nodesInput and Total Output in the
Bayesian network are both in the state “current”. The task
is to diagnose the system and find the best fault hypothesis.
Based on our knowledge of the model, we can easily identify
the following threeminimalscenarios that most likely lead
to the observation:
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(b)

Figure 1: (a) A digital circuit, (b) A diagnostic Bayesian
network

• A is defective;

• B andC are defective;

• B andD are defective.

These scenarios are minimal in the sense that any scenario
with fewer faults than any of them will not produce the ob-
served symptom.

Related Work
Many existing diagnostic approaches based on Bayesian
networks make simplifying assumptions for computational
convenience. For example, it is often assumed that the target
variables are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive,
and there is conditional independence of evidence given any
hypothesis (Jensen & Liang 1994; Kalagnanam & Henrion
1988). Therefore, we only need to consider the singleton hy-
potheses. However, single-fault hypotheses may beunder-
specifiedand are unable to fully explain given evidence. For
the circuit example, the posterior probabilities ofA, B, C,
and D failing independently are0.391, 0.649, 0.446, and
0.301 respectively. Therefore,¬B is the best single-fault
hypothesis (We use a variable and its negation to stand for
its “ok” and “defective” states respectively). However,B
alone does not fully explain the evidence.C or D has to be
involved.

For a domain in which faults are interdependent, multiple-
fault hypotheses are often more natural for explaining given
observations. However, existing methods often produce hy-
potheses that areoverspecified. MAP finds a configura-
tion of the target variables that maximizes the joint poste-
rior probability given partial or complete evidence on the

other variables. For the circuit example, MAP will find
the multiple-fault hypothesis(A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬C ∧ D) as the
best explanation. However, whenB and C are faulty,A
andD are not really necessary for explaining the observa-
tion. MPE finds hypotheses with even more variables. Sev-
eral other approaches make use of the conditional indepen-
dence relations encoded in Bayesian networks to identify the
best multiple-fault hypotheses (Shimony 1993). They will
find the same explanation as MAP because all target vari-
ables are dependent given the evidence. Yet several other
approaches measure the quality of explanation candidates
using likelihood of evidence (Chajewska & Halpern 1997;
Gärdenfors 1988). Unfortunately they will choose(¬A ∧
¬B ∧¬C ∧¬D) as the best explanation, because the likeli-
hood of the evidence given that all targets fail is almost1.0.

There have been efforts trying to find or define more rea-
sonable explanations. Henrion and Druzdzel (1991) assume
that a system has a set of pre-specified scenarios as poten-
tial explanations and look for the scenario with the high-
est posterior probability. Flores et al. propose to build an
explanation tree by incrementally adding the most informa-
tive variable remaining while maintaining the probability of
each explanation above certain threshold (Flores, Gamez, &
Moral 2005). Similar problems have also been studied in
the area of model-based diagnosis (de Kleer, Mackworth, &
Reiter 1992).

The above discussion shows that many existing methods
generate multiple-fault hypotheses that are either too com-
plex (overspecified) or too simple (underspecified). They
fail to find explanations that focus on the most relevant tar-
get variables.

Most Relevant Explanation
This paper addresses the aforementioned problems by
proposing a new framework for explanation in Bayesian net-
works that aims to automatically identify the most relevant
faults. Our goal is to find a concise explanation that best ac-
counts for given evidence. We formally defineexplanation
in our setting as follows.

Definition 1 Given a set of target variablesX in a Bayesian
network and evidencee on the remaining variables, anex-
planationx1:k for the evidence is a partial instantiation of
the target variables, i.e.,X1:k ⊆ X andX1:k 6= ∅.

To be able to compare all possible explanations, we have
to put them on an equal footing using an appropriate rele-
vance measure. We will discuss the selection of the measure
in the next section. For now, let us denote it asF(x1:k, e).
We now introduce the following new formulation for expla-
nation in Bayesian networks.

Definition 2 Let X be a set of target variables, ande be
the evidence on the remaining variables in a Bayesian net-
work. Most Relevant Explanationis the problem of find-
ing an explanationx1:k that maximizes a relevance function
F(x1:k, e) measuring the degree of the partial assignment
x1:k for explaininge, i.e.,

MRE(X, e) , argmaxx1:k,X1:k⊆X,X1:k 6=∅F(x1:k, e) .
(1)
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Therefore, MRE traverses the trans-dimensional space
containing all the partial assignments ofX and finds the
partial assignment that maximizes the relevance measureF .
The proposed framework provides a formulation fundamen-
tally different from MAP or MPE. While MAP and MPE
generate explanations for all given target variables, MRE
finds an explanation with only a subset of the variables; The
subset can be as large as all target variables, or as small
as singletons. Therefore, MRE selects the best explanation
from all solution candidates of existing approaches.

Selecting Relevance Measures
MRE is a general framework that can be instantiated with
different relevant measures for different decision-making
purposes. Selecting an appropriate relevance measure is cru-
cial for MRE to pick out the most relevant target variables.
Posterior probabilityis the first metric that one may think
of, but it is not viable because probability biases strongly
towards solutions with fewer variables; the final solution
will inevitably be the singleton explanation with the high-
est probability.

Bayesian confirmation theory provides a basis for se-
lecting the measure. The theory says that evidencee fa-
vors hypothesisx1:k1 over hypothesisx1:k2, according to
Bayesian relevance measurer, if and only if r(x1:k1, e) >
r(x1:k2, e). In other words,e provides more evidence for
x1:k1 than forx1:k2. Note thatx1:k1 may or may not have a
higher probability thanx1:k2. Although there is still debate
over the choice ofr, recent studies show thatgeneralized
Bayes factor(GBF), defined asPr(e|x1:k1)/Pr(e|x1:k1)
for hypothesisx1:k1 and evidencee, satisfies many theo-
retical properties and is an excellent measure for represent-
ing the degree of evidential support (Fitelson 2001). More
importantly, GBF clearly has the capability to rank explana-
tions from different dimensional spaces.

LikelihoodP (e|x1:k) is another measure that can put all
the partial assignments on a same ground. The follow-
ing theorem shows that GBF provides more discrimination
power than likelihood.

Theorem 1 For an explanationx1:k with a fixed likelihood
P (e|x1:k) greater than or equalP (x1:k), GBF (x1:k, e)
increases monotonically as the prior probabilityP (x1:k) in-
creases.

Therefore, GBF takes into account the relative magnitude
of the probabilities such that the explanations that cannot be
distinguished by likelihood can be ranked using GBF. Since
lower-dimensional explanations typically have higher prob-
abilities, GBF has the intrinsic capability to penalize more
complex explanations. In fact, we have the following theo-
rem, which further confirms the property.

Theorem 2 For any explanationx1:k with P (e|x1:k) ≥
P (x1:k), adding any statey of a variableY that is inde-
pendent from variables inx1:k ande to the explanation de-
creases its GBF, i.e.,

GBF (x1:k, e) ≥ GBF (x1:k ∪ {y}, e). (2)

The above theorem can be further relaxed to accommo-
date cases wheree decreases the probability ofy.

Running Example Revisited
For the circuit example, the top hypothesis according to GBF
is:

GBF (¬B,¬C) = 42.62 . (3)

(¬B,¬C) is a better explanation than both (¬A) (39.44) and
(¬B,¬D) (35.88) because both its prior and posterior prob-
abilities are relatively high in comparison; Their posterior
probability are0.394, 0.391, and0.266 respectively. More
importantly, MRE simultaneously identifies the set of target
variables and their states that best explain the evidence. Re-
sults also suggest that GBF automatically penalizes higher-
dimensional explanations and gets rid of variables are less
relevant or irrelevant. For example,

GBF (¬B,¬C) > GBF (¬B,¬C, A) & GBF (¬B,¬C, D)

> GBF (¬B,¬C, A, D) .

Reversible Jump MCMC for Solving MRE
We want to develop algorithms for solving MRE problems.
Theoretical results have shown that the decision problem of
MAP is NPPP -complete (Park 2002). Note that MRE has
a much larger search space than MAP and is believed to be
even harder. Therefore, we focus on developing approxi-
mate methods for MRE in this paper. In particular, due to the
need to find solution in a trans-dimensional space, we pro-
pose an MRE algorithm based on Reversible Jump MCMC
algorithm (Green 1995) and simulated annealing.

Reversible Jump MCMC
The reversible jump MCMC algorithm (Green 1995) al-
lows sampling the spaceχ = ∪k∈K(k × Rnk) with in-
variant distributionπ. To implement RJMCMC, we need
reversible moves to traverse the whole spaceχ. This is ac-
complished by a deterministic, differentiable, invertible di-
mension matching functionfn→m that transforms the pa-
rameters

fn→m(θn, un) = (θm, um), (4)

whereun andum are random quantities used to ensure di-
mension matching between the communication spaces, i.e.,

d(θn) + d(un) = d(θm) + d(um). (5)

The inverse transformfm→n = f−1
n→m gives the move

to the other direction. Ifqn→m(θn, un) is the probability
density for the proposed move andq(n, m) is the probability
for the moven → m, the acceptance probability can be
written as

αn→m (6)

= min{1,
π(θm, um)q(m, n)qm→n(θm, um)

π(θn, un)q(n, m)qn→m(θn, un)
Jfn→m

},

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation from
(θn, un) to (θm, um), i.e.,

Jfn→m
= |

∂(θm, um)

∂(θn, un)
|. (7)

We propose to integrate reversible jump MCMC with sim-
ulated annealing to solve MRE. Simulated annealing is a
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technique (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, & Vecchi 1983) that finds the
global maximum of a distributionp(x) by simulating a non-
homogeneous Markov chain whose invariant function is no
longerp(x), but

pi(x) ∝ p1/Ti(x) , (8)

wherelimi→∞ Ti = 0. Under weak regularity assump-
tion, p∞(x) is a probability density that concentrates itself
on the modes ofp(x). Andrieu et al. has applied a sim-
ilar scheme to optimizing radial basis function (RBF) net-
works (Andrieu, de Freitas, & Doucet 2000).

Trans-dimensional Model
We use the simple Bayesian graphical model in Figure 2 to
represent the MRE problem. NodeK stands for the dimen-
sionality of the explanation. It takes value1 throughkmax,
wherekmax is the total number of target variables. NodeX
represents the current explanation and contains a set of states
of the selected target variables. The shaded nodee stands for
the observed evidence. Therefore, the full trans-dimensional
model can be expressed as:

P (K, X, e) = P (K)P (X |K)P (e|X). (9)

K

X

e

Figure 2: The trans-dimensional model for MRE problem.

This Bayesian model allows unknownsK andX be re-
garded as drawn from a hierarchical prior parameterized as
follows.

Prior P (K) can be parameterized to penalize more com-
plex explanations as in model selection. However, as shown
in previous discussion, generalized Bayes factor seems
to have the intrinsic capability to penalize more complex
explanations. So we use the following priorP (K) ∝∑

ck∈C(kmax,k)

∏
Xi∈ck

|Xi|, whereC(., .) are all the pos-
sible ways of selectingk variables. In other words,P (K) is
proportional to the number of explanations in each subspace
with K target variables.

Next we consider the parametrization ofP (X |K). Intu-
itively, this conditional relation models the variable and state
selection process. A unique aspect of MRE is that there is
a fixed set of labeled variablesX1, X2, ..., Xkmax

to choose
from. Also, there are different number of joint states for
any givenk variables. Therefore, we setP (X |K) to be uni-
form over all possible explanations for eachK. The above
parameterizations ofP (K) andP (X |K) ensure that a uni-
form prior is specified over all partial assignments of the
target variables.

Finally, P (e|X) is not the conditional probability in the
Bayesian network but a likelihood measure in a “calibrated”
posterior distribution and represents the evidence that the
candidate explanation conforms to our objective to maxi-
mize GBF. Hence, we define the likelihood measure as

P (e|X) ∝ GBF (X, e). (10)

The trans-dimensional model thus explicitly defines a
joint dimensional space ofK andX that MRE needs to ex-
plore.

Reversible Jump Moves for MRE
Since MRE needs to move across subspaces of different di-
mensions, we select the following types of moves:

• Birth move: Add a variable randomly selected from the
available possibilities to the current explanation;

• Death move: Delete a randomly selected variable in the
explanation;

• Update move: Update the states of existing variables in
the explanation.

At each iteration, one of the candidate moves, birth, death,
and update, is randomly chosen. Let the probabilities for
choosing these moves bebk, dk, uk respectively, such that
bk+dk +uk = 1. Typically, we letdk = 1/3, bk = 1/3, and
uk = 1/3. However, care has to be taken to ensure thatk lies
between1 andkmax. Whenk = 1, death move is prohibited.
Similarly whenk = kmax, birth move is prohibited. We
discuss the details of each move in the following.

First, the simplest move is the update move. Since this
move does not change the dimension of the model, it reduces
to the standard Gibbs sampling transition kernel. GivenK,
we can easily calculate the full conditionals of each individ-
ual variableXi and update it using Gibbs sampling accord-
ing to (Yuan, Lu, & Druzdzel 2004).

Second is the birth move. Since thefn→m function rep-
resents an identity mapping,J is equal to 1. Assume the
current model hask variables, the more concrete form of the
acceptance probability of birth move used in this paper is

αbirth = min{1,
P (k + 1, x1:k+1, e)dk+1

1
k+1

P (k, x1:k, e)bk
1

kmax−k
1

|Xk+1|

}. (11)

The proposal distributions are defined as follows.1kmax−k

is the probability for selecting a variable from possible can-
didates. SupposeXk+1 is the variable selected, 1

|Xk+1|
is the

probability for selecting an arbitrary state uniformly.1k+1
is the probability of proposing the opposite death move.
Clearly, the reversibility of the moves is achieved. Further-
more, the dimensions are carefully maintained. There arek
variables in the original model, plus two random quantities
for proposing the birth move. In the proposed model, there
arek + 1 variables, and one random quantity is needed to
propose the opposite death move. The detailed steps of birth
move is as follows.

Birth Move :

1. Randomly choose a variable not in the current explana-
tion;
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2. Randomly choose a state for the variable;

3. Accept the move with probability defined in Eqn. 11;

4. If the move is accepted, update the state to be (k +
1, x1:k+1);

5. Otherwise, stay in the current explanation.

The death move is defined analogously. For the same rea-
son, the JacobianJ is also equal to 1 for the death move.
The acceptance probability of death move is

αdeath (12)

= min{1,
P (k − 1, x1:k−1, e)bk−1

1
kmax−k+1

1
|Xk|

P (k, x1:k, e)dk
1
k

}.

Similarly to the birth move,1k is the probability for select-
ing a variable to kill. SupposeXk is the variable selected,

1
kmax−k+1

1
|Xk|

defines the probability of proposing the op-

posite birth move. 1
kmax−k+1 is the probability of propos-

ing the variable, and 1
|Xk|

is the probability for selecting the
state. Reversibility and dimensions are also maintained. The
detailed steps of death move is as follows.

Death Move:

1. Randomly choose a variable already in the current expla-
nation to kill;

2. Accept the move with probability defined in Eqn. 12;

3. If the move is accepted, update the state to be (k −
1, x1:k−1);

4. Otherwise, stay in the current explanation.

It is possible to design more informative moves to bias
towards better candidate solutions. We choose these move
designs for their simplicity.

Dealing with Extreme Values

Since we defineP (e|X) in the trans-dimensional model in
proportional toGBF (x, e), we may encounter numerical
difficulty when P (X) and P (X |e) take extreme values0
and1. First, if P (X) = 0, P (X |e) will be 0 also. Such
explanations are obviously not MRE solutions, and we can
avoid proposing such explanations in the algorithm. For
the same reason, we should also avoid explanations with
P (X) 6= 0 and P (X |e) = 0. The most tricky situation
is whenP (X |e) = 1, for which GBF is undefined. The
fact that an explanation has posterior probability1, we be-
lieve, warrants it being an MRE solution. We also note that
the following equivalence holds:

P (x1, x2, ..., xn) = 1 ⇔ P (xi) = 1, ∀i. (13)

Therefore, we can use a preprocessing step to find all the
target variables and states with marginal posterior probabil-
ity equal to1 and take their conjunction as the MRE solu-
tion. Unless we are interested in finding multiple answers,
we can stop the algorithm at this point and output the solu-
tion.

Empirical Evaluation
We tested the RJMCMC algorithm on a set of benchmark
models listed in Table 1, including Alarm, Circuit, Hepar,
Munin, and Win95pts. We chose these several models be-
cause we have the diagnostic versions of these networks,
where each node has been classified into three categories:
target, observation, and auxiliary. For each test case we
randomly selected states for all observation nodes as evi-
dence and took all the target nodes as target variables. In our
experiments, we used simple geometric annealing schedule
for simulated annealing. Computing GBF is tractable for
the models we tested. Otherwise, we may have to resort to
approximate inference methods.

Case Study: Alarm

We randomly generated a test case on Alarm network and
reported the convergence of bothK, dimension of explana-
tion, andGBF , generalized Bayes factor, in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Convergence of K and GBF on a random test case
on Alarm network.

We note that the generalized Bayes factor increased
stochastically with the number of iterations of simulated
annealing and eventually converged to a maximum, which
is confirmed to be the global maximum by the exhaustive
search. We also observe that the RJMCMC algorithm typi-
cally does not need many iterations to converge to a maxi-
mum in our experiments.

Results on Benchmark Models

We randomly generated50 cases for the set of benchmark
models and reported the average number of variables in the
final explanations in Table 1. For comparison purpose, we
also reported the results by using likelihood as the relevance
measure. The results of the exhaustive search for the models
with fewer than 12 target nodes are also included. Model
Win95pts has35 target variables and is too difficult for the
exhaustive search to solve.

The results clearly show that generalized Bayes factor
typically returns explanations that are much more concise
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Net N A-GBF A-L S-GBF S-L
Alarm 12 5.3/42 11.82/43 4.4 10.6
Circuit 4 1.14/50 3.24/50 1.14 3.24
Hepar 9 2.64/44 8.18/46 2.56 8.04
Munin 4 2/50 3.2/50 2 3.2

Win95pts 35 12.46 18.04 - -

Table 1: The average number of variables in explana-
tions generated by A-GBF (RJMCMC with GBF), A-L
(RJMCMC with likelihood), S-GBF (exhaustive search with
GBF), and S-L (exhaustive search with likelihood). The
number of cases solved optimally out of50 cases by RJM-
CMC are also reported when exact answers were available.

than likelihood. Also, the RJMCMC algorithm finds opti-
mal solutions for most of the cases in a reasonable number
of iterations.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed a new framework called Most
Relevant Explanation (MRE) for finding explanations for
given evidence in Bayesian networks. A specific instance of
the framework using generalized Bayes factor (GBF) as the
relevance measure was discussed in detail. We also devel-
oped an approximate algorithm based on Reversible Jump
MCMC and simulated annealing that can solve MRE effi-
ciently and accurately on a set of benchmark networks. Our
results show that the new approach can typically generate
much more concise explanations than existing approaches.
The results also show that GBF can factor in both prior and
posterior probabilities in ranking the explanations and has
the intrinsic capability to penalize more complex explana-
tions.

Evaluating the proposed framework on real-world
multiple-fault test cases remains an important future task.
Currently such test cases are extremely rare. Furthermore,
the proposed RJMCMC algorithm can be generalized to deal
with Bayesian networks with continuous variables. We also
plan to study the theoretical complexity of MRE and investi-
gate other relevance measures for different decision making
settings. The proposed methodologies are applicable to a
broad range of real-world problems, including but not re-
stricted to diagnosis.
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